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as with every edition of fifa, there are numerous changes in the gameplay
and interface. the most noticeable change is the addition of the playstation

home feature. it allows you to download content from the playstation
network and use it on your playstation portable. the playstation home

service supports downloadable content from the playstation store,
including gameplay content, music, and video games. the other change is
the removal of kick off and career mode from the playstation 2, however

they were included in fifa 09 for playstation 2. also, the playstation 2
version is limited to 25-minute matches. the playstation 2 version of fifa 08
is the last edition of fifa to be released on the playstation 2. the playstation
portable would be the next to release a fifa title. the playstation portable
also includes the first fifa game to be released on the handheld console.

the playstation 2 version of fifa 10 was released in 2006; however, it only
supported english. the fifa 10 playstation 2 version was released in japan
only. as the last fifa released on the playstation 2,fifa 08 is the last on the
playstation 2 to include the konami game card feature, and it is also the
last fifa title released on the playstation 2 to use the playstation home

service. the playstation 2 version is the last version of the playstation 2 to
use the game's original file name. while the playstation portable includes

the playstation 2's features,fifa 08 for the playstation 2 only supports
english, or "right-hand" content for the playstation 2.
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the most significant addition to the game is the introduction of thefifa
ultimate teammode, which allows players to acquire virtual players to play

with. players can also add potential rewards to their collection by
purchasing packs of players that will be available in each pack. as infifa
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07,fifa 08features the ability to play as any of the world's best international
football teams, including the current teams of the united states, england,
germany, brazil, france, spain, and italy. the game also allows players to

choose between the common four-4-2 formation or the more popular
five-3-2 formation. theres no pal version of this game for ps2. your options
are ntsc, region free and region specific. this is the only one that is region

specific. ntsc is the standard and most people own an ntsc console. pal is a
region specifically made for the uk and most uk consoles. ntsc is the

standard. pal is a region made for the uk consoles. if you don't know what i
mean it's like france and belgium. so if your from france and you buy a pal

game it won't work on your ps2. do not buy this game if you don't know
what i'm talking about. i can't stress this enough. i don't know if this is real
or not. i'm not sure if this is true or not, but my friend said that one of his

friends had a list of every single game for the ps2 (i'm not sure which
system it was, but it was either ps2 or ps3). and this list of all the games
included the ntsc version of this game. this is one of those games that i
don't know if the ntsc version exists or not. i'm not sure if this is true or

not, but you can get the pal version of this game and it will work on your
ps2. so if you're from pal country, or an pal region, you can't play the ntsc

version of this game on a ntsc ps2. 5ec8ef588b
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